GB/US power one 675charger
Scope of delivery
– 1 x power one 675charger
– 1 x connection lead for charger / power source connection
– 1 x mains adaptor with USB port for connection lead
– 1 x set of plug attachments for mains adaptor with 4 different international connections

Operating instructions
Dear Customer,
Congratulations on buying a power one 675charger. You have
acquired a modern, safe and reliable charging system for
power one 675 ACCU plus rechargeable hearing aid batteries.
Please read through the following operating instructions carefully, to ensure trouble-free use of the device.
1. Description
The power one 675charger is used for charging one or two
power one p675 ACCU plus rechargeable hearing aid batteries.
The device recharges the power one p675 ACCU plus within 5
hours (only on previously fully-discharged rechargeable
batteries / partially-charged rechargeable batteries are fully
discharged first for safety and for improved durability /
refreshing protection).
Please use only power one ACCU plus brand rechargeable
batteries for the power one 675charger.
2. Use
Please open the package and check that all the components
listed in the delivery package are enclosed.
For charging, please take out the connection lead (supplied)
and pull it out to the required length (pull on both ends at the
same time!). Then connect the coaxial DC power plug to the
corresponding connection on the power one 675charger,
located on the flat reverse side of the charger. Now connect
the USB connection of the connection lead to a suitable power
source. The USB connection can be connected to a socket outlet using the mains adaptor (supplied). The plug attachments
(four different plug attachments in total) are interchangeable
and can be selected according to the country/region.
You can also use the charger by connecting it directly to a
USB port of a powered-up computer or laptop, via the USB
plug. Another possible charging method is to connect the USB
plug to the cigar lighter or some other 12V connection in a car,
via an adaptor (adaptor not included in delivery package).

The power one 675charger automatically checks the state of
charge of the nickel-metal hydride rechargeable button cells
inserted. Button cells discharged in a hearing aid are fully
recharged within 5 hours. A green steady signal comes on at
the end of charging and you can take out the fully-recharged
button cells for use in your hearing aid.
3. Handling instructions for NiMH rechargeable batteries
Please keep the contact surfaces of the rechargeable batteries and the contact surfaces in the device clean at all times.
In principle, for the best possible performance and service
life, please avoid deep discharge or short circuit of the battery. After a long storage period, full capacity is only restored
after several charge/discharge cycles.

Illustrations ( see back page )
1. power one 675charger
2.USB connection lead/ coaxial DC power plug
3.Mains adaptor with interchangeable plug attachments
4.Suitable NiMH hearing aid battery – the power one ACCU
plus (not included in delivery package)
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The power one 675charger is now ready for operation and
can be used to charge power one p675 ACCU plus nickelmetal hydride hearing aid batteries. To charge the batteries,
slide the silver-coloured charger cover towards the rounded
side.
Now insert one or two power one p675 ACCU plus nickelmetal hydride hearing aid batteries in the battery compartment provided, with the + side (flat side of the button cell)
downwards. Ensure correct polarity when inserting the button cells. Very short flashing signals (0.1 sec. on and 0.1 sec.
off) are displayed in the event of wrong polarity or a faulty
button cell. In this case, no charging takes place. Now close
the silver-coloured cover again. The cover must be closed for
the batteries to be charged. Charging of the nickel-metal
hydride hearing aid batteries is indicated by a green flashing
signal.

